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Today’s Agenda

◉ We’re going to discuss what to do when 
things don’t go exactly as planned…

◉ How you should you determine the right 
course of action when your funnel is 
underperforming



7 Guiding Principles 
with Funnels



The 7 Principles

◉ The hard work pays off.
◉ Analyze & Act.
◉ Don’t be afraid to test.
◉ There are no sure things.
◉ Work in your wheelhouse.
◉ Don’t etch in stone.
◉ Get help where needed.







Your Traffic
What if you're not driving enough people to your landing pages? Or 
you are driving the wrong people to those pages?
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Your Traffic

◉ What should I expect?

○ B2B -> Not the cheapest clicks (~$1.75-$3) 
(we’re right in the middle of that around $2.50)

○ But one of the best industries in terms of 
Conversion Rate (10.63% according to 
Wordstream...we’re typically (35%+)



“

...but what do we do if it’s 
underperforming...

?



Is the ad not showing 
enough?

◉ Check the targeting.

◉ Check the bidding.

Diagnose the Problem

Are people not 
clicking?

Are people not 
converting?







Is the ad not showing 
enough?

◉ Check the targeting.

◉ Check the bidding.

Diagnose the Problem

Are people not 
clicking?

◉ Test the headline.

◉ Test the image.

Are people not 
converting?







Using LinkedIn to Generate Leads For Your 
Business [Free Training] 

vs. 

Top 3 Lead Gen Strategies on LinkedIn [Free 
Training] 



Is the ad not showing 
enough?

◉ Check the targeting.

◉ Check the bidding.

Diagnose the Problem

Are people not 
clicking?

◉ Test the headline.

◉ Test the image.

Are people not 
converting?

◉ Is it consistent?

◉ Is your conversion 
pixel placed?

◉ … ....



Your Landing Page
How to gauge the performance of your landing page? And front-end 
offer? 
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Your Landing Page

◉ What should I expect?

○ Don’t get distracted by the little things.

○ Tweak the offer, be consistent, remove barriers



“

...but what do we do if it’s 
underperforming...

?



Is the page consistent 
with the ad?

Diagnose the Problem

Have I removed 
barriers to opt-in? 

Are people not 
converting?



Is the page consistent 
with the ad?

◉ Main bullets

◉ Headline

◉ Offer

Diagnose the Problem

Have I removed 
barriers to opt-in? 

Are people not 
converting?
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◉ Opt-in above the fold

◉ Strip unnecessary 
questions

◉ Slow load time? 
Mobile?

Are people not 
converting?







Is the page consistent 
with the ad?

◉ Main bullets

◉ Headline
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barriers to opt-in?

◉ Opt-in above the fold

◉ Strip unnecessary 
questions

◉ Slow load time? 
Mobile?

Are people not 
converting?



Your Lead Magnet
How to gauge the performance of your executive brief, webinar, 
ebook, or other gated content? 
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Your Lead Magnet

◉ What should I aim for?

○ Attendance ~40%

○ Compare sales (or calls) to your baseline tests 
(review Meredith’s session)



“

...but what do we do if it’s 
underperforming...

?



Is my attendance low?

Diagnose the Problem

Is my audience not 
converting? 



Is my attendance low?

◉ Look at pre-webinar emails.

◉ Offer live bonus to attendees 
only.

◉ Time between opt-in to 
delivery?

Diagnose the Problem

Is my audience not 
converting? 



Is my attendance low?

◉ Look at pre-webinar emails.

◉ Offer live bonus to attendees 
only.

◉ Time between opt-in to 
delivery?

Diagnose the Problem

Is my audience not 
converting? 

◉ What can I do to make my 
offer irresistible?

◉ Early-bird bonus.

◉ Value stack.

◉ Address objections.







Your Email 
Campaigns
How should you gauge the performance of your pre and post 
sequence email campaigns? 
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Your Email Campaigns

◉ What should I expect?

○ Compare your emails to each other -> high 
open/click on webinar details.

○ FAQs

○ Push urgency (or scarcity)



Where do many go wrong?

Awareness - Evaluation - Decision



The 7 Principles

◉ The hard work pays off.
◉ Analyze & Act.
◉ Don’t be afraid to test.
◉ There are no sure things.
◉ Work in your wheelhouse.
◉ Don’t etch in stone.
◉ Get help where needed.



Any questions ?
You can find me and your coaches

◉ In the LS Mastery Group
◉ lsmastery@linkedselling.com

Thanks!

mailto:lsmastery@linkedselling.com

